Supporting Your Amazon Business
by a2b Fulfillment

There is no doubt about it, Amazon is a dominant force in the U.S. e-commerce arena. The online retail giant
has changed the game in terms of how customers purchase products and what they can expect from the
buying experience. Since 2019, Amazon has succeeded in capturing nearly half of all U.S. web-based sales.
Ranked the largest online retailer in the world, it is hardly surprising that most companies are utilizing Amazon
in their sales strategy in some capacity, and for many, Amazon serves as the primary merchandizing medium.
There are varying approaches to selling products through Amazon, and also distinct order processing options.
This eBook presents the two methodologies, Vendor Central and Seller Central, outlining the advantages
and disadvantage of each, along with their two fulfillment options, Fulfillment By Amazon (FBA) and Fulfillment
By Merchant (FBM).

“Since 2019, Amazon has succeeded
in capturing nearly half of all U.S.
web-based sales.”
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Ways to Sell on Amazon

There are currently two platforms in which Sellers may utilize
Amazon to market their merchandise:

VENDOR Central
Amazon Vendor Central encompasses the more traditional retailer model whereby Amazon acts as the retailer, and purchases products
directly from the Seller. This approach is by invitation only. Within this model, Amazon determines which products it wants to carry in its
assortment, places the purchase orders, buys inventory at wholesale (or less), and then elicits sales directly from the consumer. In this
scenario, Sellers ship in bulk to an Amazon facility based on Amazon’s purchase orders. Note that under Vendor Central, Amazon offers
Net 30/60/90-day payment terms.

The Upside

The Downside

Sellers have a limited role. Products are sold and shipped in bulk,
and Amazon takes care of the rest, just like a traditional retailer.
This program is all-inclusive, in that it incorporates fulfillment,
customer care, and returns processing.

Sellers have no relationship with the end customer, which can
make it difficult to develop any sense of brand loyalty. Because
products are delivered to the customer in Amazon-branded
packages, and in some cases, packed alongside products from
other sellers, the only brand experience is Amazon’s.

Products are marketed as “Sold By Amazon” and “Shipped
By Amazon,” and are automatically enrolled/enlisted in
Amazon Prime.

No price controls. Amazon can sell at whatever price they choose.
Sellers may be startled to find that their product is being sold
below cost, which can lead to a host of problems, not the least of
which is discontentment from the Seller’s other retail partners.
Net 30/60/90-day payment terms can challenge a Seller’s
cash-flow.
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Ways to Sell on Amazon

There are currently two platforms in which Sellers may utilize
Amazon to market their merchandise:

Having trouble deciding if Vendor Central is right for you? Amazon may have made the decision for you.
In early 2019, Amazon began taking steps to move away from the Vendor Central model. Many Sellers were caught off guard one week
in 2019 to discover that, without any formal notice, their weekly purchase orders from Amazon failed to arrive. It was only after the fact that
they learned that Amazon would no longer be purchasing their products.
In most cases, Amazon encourages Sellers to sell their products via the Amazon marketplace. Under this program, Sellers step into
the role of retailer, and thus also assume the responsibility of order fulfillment. The Vendor/Seller can opt to handle fulfillment on their
own/internally, contract with a third party (3PL), or pay Amazon under their Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) program.
The plan whereby Sellers utilize the Amazon marketplace is described in more detail in the following section.

SELLER Central
In the Seller Central environment, Sellers list their products themselves in the Amazon marketplace. Unlike Vendor Central, Seller Central is
open to anyone. In exchange for use of the marketplace and facilitation of the sale, Amazon charges a percentage of each sale. Note that
under Seller Central, payment is 7-14 days.
In this more independent plan, fulfillment is the responsibility of the Seller, who can opt to handle fulfillment internally, contract with a third
party (3PL), or pay Amazon via their Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) program. We’ll review these options in greater depth in the next section.
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Fulfillment Options for Seller Central
There are two fulfillment options available to Sellers in the Seller Central
scenario, i.e. Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) and Fulfilled by Merchant (FBM).

FBA Fulfillment by Amazon
With FBA, marketplace sellers pay Amazon to handle order fulfillment on their behalf.

Advantages of this service include:
SIMPLICITY. No need to get your own warehouse or shop around for a qualified 3PL.
AMAZON PRIME. Automatic qualification of all sales for Amazon Prime and its one-day and two-day shipping options.
BUY BOX. Greater chance of showing up in Amazon’s buy boxes. Amazon gives priority
to product listings from Sellers that fulfill through FBA or the Seller Fulfilled Prime program –
more on this later.
SHIPPING RATES. Shipping rates are low, thanks to Amazon’s scale.
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Fulfillment Options for Seller Central
There are two fulfillment options available to Sellers in the Seller Central
scenario, i.e. Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) and Fulfilled by Merchant (FBM).

FBA Fulfillment by Amazon
With FBA, marketplace sellers pay Amazon to handle order fulfillment on their behalf.

Disadvantages of this service include:
HIGH STORAGE COSTS. At the time of this writing, Amazon’s published storage charges for Standard-sized items are $0.69 per
cubic foot between January and September and $2.40 per cubic foot between October and December.1 As a basis for comparison,
a2b Fulfillment’s storage rates, which do not change with seasonality, are 3-4 times lower between January and September and a
whopping 11-15 times lower between October and December.2
Furthermore, Amazon charges an additional fee for inventory that has been stored in their facilities for more than 365 days. At the time
of this writing, the storage cost is $6.90 per cubic foot, or $0.15 per unit, whichever is greater!3
To be fair, when this eBook was published, Amazon was running a promotion that provides 50-75% discounts, however, there are stipulations.
It should be noted that the discounted rates are still very high by comparison, and the promotion ends on January 31, 2020.4
BRANDING. It can be difficult for merchants to build a brand when their products are shipped in Amazon-branded packaging,
shipment confirmation emails come from Amazon, and customer inquiries are directed to Amazon’s customer service.
CUSTOMER DATA. When selling on Amazon and fulfilling with FBA, the customer essentially belongs to Amazon, not the Seller.
Access to customer data, including contact information, is restricted and/or incomplete resulting in the inability for the Seller to remarket
to the customer.
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Fulfillment Options for Seller Central
There are two fulfillment options available to Sellers in the Seller Central
scenario, i.e. Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) and Fulfilled by Merchant (FBM).

Disadvantages continued:
PACKAGING AND PREPARATION REQUIREMENTS (AND THE COSTS ASSOCIATED). Inventory shipped to FBA must be
packaged and labeled in accordance with Amazon’s provisions. There are specifications around boxing and bagging items as well as
guidelines for bar code label placement on cartons, items, and/or pallets. Additionally, Amazon has a requirement to request routing
instructions from their operation prior to shipping. This can be a time-consuming and expensive task for many Sellers.
SHIPPING COSTS (TO AMAZON). Once the inventory has been assembled and packaged, it must then be shipped to Amazon’s
warehouses. The shipping cost is the responsibility of the Seller. Furthermore, Amazon determines the placement of the Seller’s products
within their network of warehouses. For this reason, the Seller is often required to ship smaller, thus more expensive shipments, to an array
of Amazon warehouses - and on a more frequent basis.
HIGHER INVENTORY CARRYING COSTS – LOWER INVENTORY FLEXIBILITY. Using FBA for order fulfillment under the Seller
Central program requires that the Seller schedule, reserve, prep, and ship inventory to Amazon’s fulfillment centers. This period equates to
an extended amount of time that the Seller owns the inventory, having not yet converted it to a sale. This also means that this inventory group
cannot be accessed by any other sales channel. If a Seller is simultaneously selling to other retailers or via their own web site, additional
inventory will need to be re-purposed. This results in inventory bloat and reduces flexibility overall.

FBM

Fulfilled by Merchant

With the FBM approach, Sellers fulfill their own orders, either themselves, in-house, or through a 3PL. By using FBM, Sellers will avoid the
many drawbacks of using FBA as outlined above.
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Fulfillment Options for Seller Central
There are two fulfillment options available to Sellers in the Seller Central
scenario, i.e. Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) and Fulfilled by Merchant (FBM).

Seller Fulfilled

Prime

Sellers using a Fulfilled by Merchant (FBM) model can enroll in Amazon’s Seller Fulfilled Prime (SFP) program. With SFP, Sellers benefit from
having the Prime badge, however, they must also comply with the very stringent same day shipping and 2-day delivery requirements.
Recently, Amazon made changes to its popular SFP program and several Amazon sellers are having to pivot to meet the new normal of
nationwide one and two-day delivery or risk losing sales. Third-party sellers can no longer extend offers that include free Prime shipping just
regionally; it is now nationwide or not at all. Even more, sellers have to abide by the strict 1-2 day delivery promise on orders – even on Saturdays.
Here we take a look at some of the challenges of SFP; as well as outline some benefits to utilizing a fulfillment partner to meet these strict
requirements.
Some issues are obvious, others are more nuanced including:
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Cha • Absence of warehouse resources (building, equipment, technology). Lack of Direct-to-Consumer fulfillment experience and/or toolset.

• A single geographic location (compared to multi-geographic reach) will prevent shipment of products nationwide in 1-2 days with
		 out accruing substantial costs (due to Next Day or Two Day Air).
• Per the latest Amazon SFP guidelines, Amazon requires sellers shipping out packages at least one day on weekends, Saturday or
		 Sunday. In addition to scheduling weekend pickups with carriers, merchants must consider scheduling, overtime, security, and
		 many other factors in this decision. Many fulfillment providers do not operate on weekends.
• Inability to obtain aggressive shipping rates (discount level is based upon Seller’s volume alone).
• Difficulty managing the peaks and valleys of sales volume..
• Costs are largely fixed and not variable.
• Difficulty meeting Amazon’s same-day shipping requirements, especially those of Seller Fulfilled Prime, can impact the overall
		 cost-effectiveness of the program.
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Comparison Chart
VENDOR
CENTRAL

RETAILER ROLE

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

FULFILLMENT OPTIONS

Amazon

Amazon does all of the work
(no expertise required)

No price controls

Amazon

Brand experience compromised
Incomplete Customer Data
Net 30/60/90-day Payment Terms

SELLER
CENTRAL

Seller

Seller has control and owns
the customer relationship
Faster payment (7-14 days)

Seller does all of the work
(expertise required)

Internal
3PL
Amazon
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Using a Fulfillment Partner (3PL)

For many Amazon Sellers, utilizing the help and expertise of an Amazon-experienced
3PL can be a more cost-effective option than FBA or self-fulfillment.

Benefits (including Seller Fulfilled Prime) in choosing a 3PL:
EXPERTISE. A qualified 3PL will help Sellers navigate fulfillment to Amazon buyers, both now and in the future, as Amazon
programs change.

MULTICHANNEL FULFILLMENT – LOWER INVENTORY COMPLEXITY AND CARRYING COSTS. The processing of
orders from a single partner (even when multiple sales channels are engaged) allows Sellers to reduce complexity while keeping inventory
flexible and carrying costs low. No need to have one set of inventories for Amazon and another for the rest of the business.

SELLER FULFILLED PRIME. Using a Seller Fulfilled Prime-experienced 3PL can increase the likelihood that the Seller will qualify
for and maintain participation in the program, which requires strict adherence to stringent fulfillment performance metrics. An experienced
provider has likely already built the tools and refined the processes necessary to meet Amazon’s high standards. Participation in the SFP
program also helps Sellers win the Buy Box, and therefore, sell more on Amazon.

GEOGRAPHIC REACH. 3PLs with locations in multiple geographies can help Sellers dramatically reduce both shipping costs and
delivery times. For example, incorporating just two facilities in optimal locations can achieve a 2-day ground transit to over 90% of U.S.
households. Leveraging these locations, while using Amazon’s Seller Fulfilled Prime program, will result in the ability to reach more
customers via ground shipping.
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Using a Fulfillment Partner (3PL)

For many Amazon Sellers, utilizing the help and expertise of an Amazon-experienced
3PL can be a more cost-effective option than FBA or self-fulfillment.

Benefits (continued)
BRANDING. Using a 3PL gives Sellers the competitive edge by providing a branded experience, reflected in its personalized
packaging, email confirmations, packing slips, and marketing inserts. All of these customer touchpoints are invaluable opportunities to
promote the brand.

REPORTING. Information is critical to making sound business decisions, and can lead to lower costs, higher profits, and improved
order execution. Utilizing a fulfillment partner allows Sellers to leverage the power of their own data. Sophisticated 3PL’s will incorporate
robust Business Intelligence (BI) tools that enable their clients to analyze their company data. The slicing and dicing of key data points
can be integral in profiling customers, identifying order trends, and building operational metrics.

RETURNS AND REFURBISHMENT. An experienced 3PL can help Sellers design an appropriate reverse logistics program that
not only facilitates consumer returns, but extracts value from the returned items as well. Many 3PLs offer inspection and refurbishment
programs that can renew returned products for resale.

CUSTOMER CARE. 3PLs that offer Customer Care services provide Sellers with greater control, and to seamlessly integrate the
customer brand experience. Many 3PLs offer Customer Care via live agent, e-mail, chat, and/or social media. These services can
prove critical in managing the returns process, whether resulting in a “save-the-sale” opportunity or professional handling of a return.
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Comparison Chart
FBA

SET-UP

AMAZON PRIME

Simple

Automatic

Low shipping rates
Buy Box Prioritization

High Storage Costs
Brand experience compromised
Restricted/Incomplete customer data
Increased Inventory carrying costs
Inventory inflexibility
Stringent Amazon requirements
Costs to ship goods to Amazon

Complex if
inexperienced

Seller Fulfilled Prime
eligibility w/ strict
requirements

Brand experience control
Complete/Full access to customer data
Lower inventory carrying costs
Inventory more flexible
Avoid need and cost of shipping to
Amazon Warehouses

Less-aggressive shipping rates
High fixed costs
Longer delivery times
Responsible for operations – Higher
risk of failure

Complexity
varies by 3PL

Seller Fulfilled Prime
eligibility w/ strict
requirements

Brand experience control
Complete/Full access to customer data
Lower inventory carrying costs
Inventory more flexible
Avoid need and cost of shipping to
Amazon Warehouses

Varies by 3PL

(FULFILLMENT
BY AMAZON)

FBM

(FULFILLMENT
BY MERCHANT)
:IN-HOUSE

FBM

(FULFILLMENT
BY MERCHANT)
:3PL

Not all 3PLs have the
experience or
capability to support

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Other advantages vary by 3PL

FBM

(FULFILLMENT
BY MERCHANT)
:a2b
FULFILLMENT

Simple

Seller Fulfilled Prime
eligibility w/ strict
requirements
a2b is highly
experienced and can
meet requirements

Brand experience control
Full/Complete access to customer data
Lower inventory carrying costs
Inventory more flexible
Avoid need and cost of shipping to
Amazon Warehouses
Expertise – a2b services many Sellers and fully
understands Amazon programs and requirements
Cost-effective shipping supports from East and West
facilities – 94% of US households reached in
1 or 2 days via Ground service
Mostly variable costs – pay for what you use
Cost effective, fair pricing

Varies by 3PL
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In Conclusion
“Under Vendor Central,
the Seller loses price controls”
The decision to market under the Vendor Central or Seller Central models is definitely worth some thought. Under Vendor
Central, the Seller loses price controls and a critical component of their brand marketing. With Seller Central, the Seller assumes control of
pricing and branding, but must be fluent in merchandising. Payment will come weeks-to-months faster with Seller Central, but the Seller takes
on more responsibility. Remember, Vendor Central is only an option for the Seller that is invited by Amazon to participate in the program.

“With Seller Central, the Seller
must be fluent in merchandising”
The decision to opt for Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) or Fulfillment by Merchant (FBM) is perhaps a more complex one.
Similar to Vendor Central, FBA is enticing in its simplicity. Sellers may appreciate Amazon’s handling of their order fulfillment in its entirety,
but the cost of giving Amazon such control, both literally and in other ways, must be considered. Amazon touts low shipping rates, but
this may be offset by the cost of meeting Amazon’s stringent operational requirements, shipping goods to Amazon’s many warehouses, and
paying the high storage costs. Additionally, Sellers’ inventory becomes less flexible because it has been shipped to Amazon to support
only one sales channel – Amazon. Furthermore, and similar to operating in the Vendor Central environment, there is an absence of brand
marketing and the customer’s data is not fully transparent to the Seller.

“less flexible”
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In Conclusion

continued...
At first glance, the FBM schematic appears complex, but it provides many positives. From an inventory standpoint, it’s hard to
argue with simplicity and cost savings. With FBM, inventory is more flexible, thus leading to a reduction in carrying costs. Similar to Vendor
Central, it also ensures that the Seller has total control of the brand strategy and reaps the marketing benefits.
The cons of utilizing FBM are highly variable, depending on if the Seller chooses to operate in-house or outsource to a 3PL.
Some of the disadvantages of opting to go in-house are obvious, i.e. the cost of the physical space and essential resources and the risk
of setting up a fulfillment operation without the necessary expertise. The lesser known downsides are the longer delivery times and
excessive shipping rates due to lack of competitive volumes. The determining factor of whether to choose in-house or seek a 3PL is
largely dependent upon the experience and logistical prowess of the 3PL. It is critically important to evaluate the additional solutions that
the 3PL offers, the geographic reach they possess, and their focus on Customer Service. The intent of this eBook is to better understand
the process and key areas to research upon assessing a 3PL and considering an in-house arrangement.

“It is critically important to evaluate the additional
solutions that the 3PL offers, the geographic reach they
possess, and their focus on Customer Service.”
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Partner With An Amazon Expert
For nearly two decades, a2b Fulfillment has been helping companies deliver an exceptional customer
experience through intelligent and efficient Order Fulfillment, Customer Care and Value-Added Solutions.
With over 680,000 square feet of warehousing space, strategically located in Georgia, South Carolina, Utah and Canada, a2b reaches
over 94% of U.S. households within 1-2 days. a2b’s technology, facilities and processes are designed for speed and accuracy, making
same-day shipping a reality.
a2b supports dozens of companies working with Amazon via Vendor Central and Seller Central (FBM and Seller Fulfilled Prime) all with an
excellent track record of compliance and program success.
For more information about our programs and services, please contact us online or call 1-866-843-3827.
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https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/external/200612770?ref_=asus_fba_pricing_feehelp&ld=SCSOAStriplogin
2

a2b’s range depends on location and temperature requirements. Comparison made at the pallet level 48x40x56”.
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https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/external/200684750?language=en_US&ref=efph_200684750_cont_200612770
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https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/external/help.html?itemID=BME4XLGJ54NSKHE&language=en_US&ref=efph_BME4XLGJ54NSKHE_cont_200612770
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